The problem of convergence of a special form of the generalized pulsespectrum technique (GPST) for solving inverse problems of one-dimensional diffusion equations in space-time domain is considered. Under the assumptions that a Tikhonov regularized solution exists and the derivative operator of the regularized forward problem at the regularized solution is invertible, the iterative solutions of this special GPST converge to the Tikhonov regularized solution in C norm if the initial guess is close enough to the Tikhonov regularized solution and the rate of convergence is at least linear.
Introduction.
The generalized pulse-spectrum technique (GPST) [1] is a versatile and efficient iterative numerical algorithm for solving inverse problems of a system of nonlinear partial differential equations. In general, inverse problems of partial differential equations can be formulated as ill-posed nonlinear operator equations. It is important to point out that the GPST is not a single narrowly defined iterative numerical algorithm, but a broad class of iterative numerical algorithms based on the concept that either the nonlinear operator equation is first linearized by any one of the Newton-like iteration methods and then each iterate is solved by using a stabilizing method to overcome the instability, e.g., the Tikhonov regularization method [14] . Alternatively, the stabilizing method can be first applied to the nonlinear operator and then the stabilized nonlinear problem is solved by using a Newton-like iteration. Hence different choices of various Newton-like iteration methods and stabilizing methods lead to different special forms of GPST. The choice of a specific Newton-like iteration method and stabilizing method and the question of whether to solve the inverse problem in the space-time domain or in the space-complex frequency domain depend mainly on the particular inverse problem under consideration. The efficiency of a GPST depends upon how efficiently one can treat every single step in the particular numerical algorithm.
It has been demonstrated that the GPST iterative numerical algorithm does give very good results in solving the inverse problems with time-dependent coefficients of one-, two-and three-dimensional linear evolution partial differential equations in the space-complex frequency domain, [2] - [7] , [10] , [14] , and in the space-time domain, [13] . Similarly, the inverse problems with time-dependent coefficients of a one-dimensional linear diffusion equation can be solved by using the GPST with equal efficacy [11] . The convergence of a special form of GPST for solving inverse problems of one-dimensional evolutional partial differential equations in the spacecomplex frequency domain has been proved under several assumptions in [15] .
In Section 2 a special form of GPST for solving one-dimensional diffusion equations in the space-time domain is introduced.
This is followed by a section on the mathematical properties of the nonlinear inverse operator A from C[0,1] to C[0,T]. Finally, in Section 4 the convergence proof and error estimates are given. They show that if the initial guess ko(x) is close enough to the regularized solution ka(x), then under the assumptions that a Tikhonov regularized solution exists and the derivative operator of the regularized forward problem at the regularized solution is invertible, the iterative sequence {kn(x)}, n = 0,1,2,3,..., of this special form of GPST converges to ka(x) and \\ka -kn\\c < Const-c", 0 < ç < 1. The proof of the invertibility of the derivative operator of the regularized forward problem at the regularized solution will be presented elsewhere. It is clear that the generalization of this proof to cases of the corresponding inverse problems of higher spatial dimensions is rather straightforward but very tedious.
Generalized Pulse-Spectrum
Technique (GPST).
Consider the initialboundary value problem of the one-dimensional linear diffusion equation The inverse problem here is to determine k(x) such that u(x, t) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2). Mathematically, let there exist a nonlinear operator Ai mapping k(x) -► «(x, 0 and a trace operator A2 mapping u(x, t) -► g(t) on the proper part of the boundary. Hence the inverse problem amounts to solving the nonlinear operator equation,
Mathematically, linearizing (2.3) by a Newton-like iteration method first, and then solving each iterate by the Tikhonov regularization method, is similar to first applying the Tikhonov regularization method to (2.3) and then solving its corresponding Euler equation by a Newton-like iteration method. In actual computation, the first approach is more straightforward, but for theoretical analysis the second approach seems to be more convenient. Based upon the second approach, the Tikhonov regularization method for solving (2.3) is to minimize the functional 3. Mathematical Properties of the Operator A. First, a basic lemma containing inequalities for integrals of the solution and its derivatives of an initialboundary value problem of a parabolic equation is proved. Next, the existence of a unique continuous solution of (2.1) for any k(x) E E and f(t) E H1^,T), f(0) = 0, is also proved, i.e., the operator A is well defined. Then there exists a unique C°°(Q) solution 9(x,t) of the following initial-boundary value problem:
Moreover, 6(x, t) satisfies
3) \d0/dt\2tT and \\d29/dtdx\\2tQT < Mu 
0<t<T, and (7(1,0 = 0, 0<i<T.
Upon comparing (3.1) with (3.5) one concludes that <t(x, 0 satisfies the estimation Mir + WaV'da/dxWlQ,
Hence (3.3) is true. Finally, multiplying the first equation of (3.1) by dO(x,t)/dt, integrating by parts on Qr, and following a similar procedure, one obtains (3.4). D LEMMA 2. For any k(x) E Eoo and f(t) E C°°*[0,T] there exists a unique C°°(Q) solution u(x,t) of (2.1) which satisfies (3) (4) (5) (6) Wdu/dxW^Q^k+kZ'WfWmo.T), (3.7) \du/dt\2tT and \\d2u/dtdx\\2,QT < M-11/ IIl»(o,t), (3.8) \du/dx\2,T and ||«||C(Q) < 21/2fc+fc:1||/||/iMo,T) foranyTE\0,T\. Moreover, for any k*(x),k(x) eE«, and f*(t), f(t) EC°°*[0,T}, denote byu*(x,t) and u(x,t) the solutions of (2.1) corresponding to {k*,f*} and {k,f}, respectively, then their difference u*(x,t) -u(x,t) satisfies Max{|m|L2(0,r), ll/'ILw)} < *i.
Max{|nJ|o,|/»i|o}<^, ¿=1,2,3,....
Pro«/. Applying Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 to (3.12) and to the initial-boundary value problem for w\ 2 ;(x, t)-Wit2,".,i(x, t), and using induction on I, the desired inequalities follow after some tedious manipulation. Here, w*l2 l_1(x,t), wi,2,...,t-i(x,t) and «>i)2,...,¡(x, 0 are the solutions of (3.12) corresponding to {k*, hi,... ,/i¡_i,/}, {k,hi,... ,h¡-i,f} and {k, hi,... ,«¡_i,fc*-k, /}, respectively.
Proof. This lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 1 and the remark after \Kn-hi\o -*0asn-»oo and |/i¿n|o < |/i¿|o + l -Hi, i,n = 1,2,_Then one has the C°°(Q) sequence solution {un(x, 0} of (2.1) and the C°°(Q) sequence solutions {u>i,2,...,i,n(x, t)} of (3.12), I = 1,2,3,_From Lemma 5, the limit function u(x,0 is the continuous solution of (2.1), i.e., Ai ■ k(x) = u(x,0 for any k(x) E E. Using the results of Lemma 2 for {u>i,2,...,i,n(z,0}> one obtains the following estimates:
l\(k-_+k+) kl_ \\dwi,..j¡n/dx\\2,Qr < -y -;t +,F0HiH2-Hl, To prove the Fréchet differentiability of the operator Ai up to an arbitrary order, one needs to verify the following equalities, one by one:
In fact, upon using the results in Lemma 4 for their approximations, one obtains \u*n(x,t) -un(x,t) -win(x,t)\ < 21/2(fc_ + /c+)/cZ3||/||//Ho,T)|fc* -fc|2 and \w*,2,...,l-l,n(xi 0 -Wi,2,...,(-l,"(x, 0 -Wl,2,...,i,n(*) Ol Then the iteration kn+i = kn -N~l ■ <t>(kn), n = 0,1,2,3,..., ¿5 well defined and converges to a solution k of <p(k) = 0. Furthermore, ||k -fco||x < ro, and k ¿5 the only solution contained in this sphere. The rate of convergence is given by ||k-fcn|U<r0çn.
To put the special form of GPST described in Section 2 into the mathematical framework of Lemma 7, we let the operators <j)(k) and Nn be given by (2.5) and THEOREM. Assume that there exists a regularized solution ka(x) E E for a > 0 small enough such that <fi(ka) = 0 and (f>'(ka) is invertible. Then there exists at least one sequence {kn} from (2.6) that converges to ka(x). Moreover, the following error estimate holds, \\ka -kn\\x < roí", where r0 and Ç < 1 are two positive constants depending only on a, \\B\\, Li, L2, L3 and \\<p'(ka)~l\\.
Proof. To show that there exists a fco E E such that the hypotheses 
